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Autumn
Limited-Time-Only

A celebration of sensational seasonal flavors, from pumpkin and maple syrup to pecans, apples and sage, we bring you these limitedtime-only Market District and Nature’s Basket products — the taste of fall for one and all throughout every aisle in our stores!

NEW This Year!

• Market District Pumpkin Hummus — An on-trend seasonal dessert hummus with a sweet pumpkin pie flavor that is divine
as a dip for Stacy’s® Cinnamon Sugar Pita Chips!

• Market District Pumpkin Butternut Squash Bisque — A creamy, signature soup that blends real pumpkin with heavy
cream, maple syrup, nutmeg and just a hint of orange zest.
• Market District Maple Balsamic Dressing — Made with real maple syrup, this distinctively sweet-tart balsamic vinaigrette is
divine atop your favorite autumn salad, as a delightful marinade or drizzled over roasted vegetables!

Fall Harvest Foodie Faves

• Soft Drop Pumpkin Cookies — A traditional, seasonal soft cookie made with real pumpkin and just the right amount of spice,
then frosted with orange icing. Take them to work!
• Pumpkin Gobs — Two moist, sweet pumpkin cakes sandwiched with creamy icing. Gobble ‘em up! Also available in mini 12-ct.

Market District Pumpkin & Sage Ravioli — A savory blend of slow-roasted pumpkin, fine cheeses and toasted sage. Chef crafted
and award winning, these make a fabulous, easy main dish or a colorful, seasonal side with just a bit of garlic butter and Pecorino to
top. Sometimes we eat them like snacks — not that we’re recommending that — OK, maybe we are!
Market District Goat Cheese & Apple Ravioli — Our Goat Cheese & Apple Ravioli are one of our autumn go-tos — completely
unique and so easy. They are a custom blend of savory and sweet, a testament to the creativity of our Chefs. The goat cheese is
premium quality and they go splendid with any of our Market District pasta sauces (see page 5). Plus, you can freeze them for a little
fall flair in the cold winter months.

Breakfast & Baking with Autumn Flavors

• Nature’s Basket Pumpkin Spice Cranberry Granola — A seasonal blend of whole rolled oat clusters with hearty pumpkin
seeds, sweet dried cranberries and apples. Sprinkled with cinnamon, nutmeg and ginger, this granola is sure to become an autumn
— even holiday — classic.
• Nature’s Basket Ginger Snap Granola — A mix of whole rolled oat clusters, cardamom, cinnamon, ginger and a touch of
honey — like a cookie, but not!
• Baker-Inspired Market District Beer Bread — Beer. Bread. ‘Nuff said, right? Not in this case. The buttery, crisp crust and
incredible flavor of this one blew us away; we couldn’t stop making it and sharing with friends! It’s so easy and good. All you need
is a beer and some butter. No bread machine, kneading or waiting required (immediate gratification), and it’s just as yummy
(ok, maybe not quite) made with seltzer or soda water, too!
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• Signature Market District Pumpkin Pizzelles & Pumpkin Pecan Biscottini — Made with genuine pumpkin purée and
pumpkin spices, these authentic Italian seasonal specialties are made local to Pittsburgh in Greensburg, PA.

Delightful Fall Deli Specialties
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Autumn-Awesome
Condiments
Market District Artisanal Caramel Dip — Made the old-fashioned way — in small batches with quality ingredients and no
high-fructose corn syrup — this dip is a harmony of sweet goodness drizzled on fruit, ice cream or as a dip for pretzels. It’s what
caramel dip should be — simply delicious.
Market District Cranberry Relish — Cranberries and fresh clementines combine in this tantalizingly tasty relish to brighten up
your favorite fall and holiday meals. But, this sauce goes way further, pairing daringly with baked Brie, as a glaze for pork or ham —
the options are endless. Savor the season at Market District!

Fall Forward Drinks & Snacks

• Market District Spiced Apple Cider — Fresh-pressed apples and the perfect blend of fall spices — naturally sweet
and refreshing.
• Market District Honeycrisp Apple Cider — Made with real, fresh-pressed honeycrisp apples. Drink up the goodness!
• Nature’s Basket Sweet Potato Pumpkin Tortilla Chips — We combined organic sweet potatoes and pumpkin with chia
and pumpkin seeds to create a truly unique organic, gluten-free snacking experience. A touch of cinnamon complements the
natural sweetness of the sweet potatoes and pumpkin for a delightful fall crunch.
• Market District Virginia Peanuts — Super-sized and super special! Only 3% of peanuts meet our strict standards for
Market District Virginia peanuts!
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Market District

Pasta sauce

The Best Got Even Better!

Our Chefs don’t take our name lightly, so when they are tasked with creating a recipe that will wear the Market District brand, they
won’t settle for anything short of outstanding. No matter how long it takes, how intense the process, they keep their knives sharp and
the fire hot.
And, that’s pretty much what it took when it came to upping the ante on our pasta sauces — formulating, testing and finely honing
recipes to meet our ridiculously higher expectations:
• 100% fresh Italian plum tomatoes — not tomato concentrate or paste, or other fillers to stretch
• Fresh garlic and real cream
• Imported olive oil
• No preservatives or artificial sweeteners
• Freshly chopped herbs and vegetables — never dried
• Cooked in small-batch sauté pans to distribute heat accurately

Our new and improved pasta sauce varieties include:
• Marinara — An exquisite everyday sauce, this traditional Marinara is
made with a soffritto of garlic, onion and olive oil, and 100% imported
Italian plum tomatoes, slowly simmered to create the delicate texture
of a high-quality homemade sauce. Finished with fresh, chopped basil
and thyme, it is stupendously flavorful and versatile.
• Alfredo — Expertly crafted from buttery cream, Romano and
Parmigiano Reggiano® cheeses with a touch of garlic and black pepper,
this rich, cheesy, yet delicately flavored sauce brings pasta to its
heavenly heights. Mix with chicken, mushrooms and snap peas for a full
meal in one!
• Tomato Basil — Made with fresh, chopped basil, fine imported olive
oil and 100% Italian-grown plum tomatoes, our basil sauce is delicately
prepared to offer the light texture, balanced taste and unmatched
quality of authentic southern Italian sauces.
• Tomato Vodka — Begun as a soffritto of fresh, chopped garlic,
carrots, celery and onions, this sauce is transformed with 100%
imported Italian plum tomatoes, the finest Romano and Parmesan
cheeses and real cream and vodka for an exceptionally flavorful, rich
and indulgent sauce.
• Arrabbiata — A classic Roman sauce made with 100% Italian plum
tomatoes and imported olive oil, with fresh, chopped basil, garlic,
onions and crushed red pepper to add a flavorful kick.
• Bolognese — In rich, Italian style, this sauce is a hearty, yet finely
flavored blend of Italian tomatoes and savory beef and pork cooked
with red wine, garlic and other delicate spices. A blessing in every bite.
Just open, heat and pour over our Market District 100% semolina pastas.
Dinner’s done!
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SeApBotatleoamd ofbCuelinrarSeafood fooFromdMuiestarfdsato vMuost-Harvesites
y Convenience
This fall, we’re all about eating well without the work, and that means some spectacular seafood entrées that our Chefs have prepared
for you to just pop in the oven. We call them “ovenables,” but really, you can use the stovetop or microwave. Salmon is the catch
here, stuffed with luscious crab or with flavorful spinach and Feta — fast and flavorful!

Seafood Made Simple, Single-Serve Seafood Specialties!

We also are putting together some fresh, single-serve seafood meals that make eating well every day a seaside breeze. And yes, you
can just heat them in an “ovenable” tray, sauté or grill! Select from:
• Shrimp with Chesapeake Bay Butter, complete with grill bag
• Shrimp with Garlic Scampi Butter, complete with grill bag
• Atlantic Salmon Tips with Bourbon Marinade & Shrimp with Cowboy Barbecue Rub
• Atlantic Salmon with Pesto Butter & Vegetable Primavera Noodles
• Shrimp with Garlic Scampi & Zucchini Noodles
• Cod with Asian Barbecue Butter & Turnip Sweet Potato Noodles

RITTER SPORT Chocolate Bars — Square Up!

These innovative chocolates are up to the task, sporting recipes made with consistently high-quality, raw ingredients and processing
methods. Plus, they’re square!
• Alpine Milk Chocolate — A true peak of taste. This is a chocolate that reaches lofty heights. A special conching process gives
the unique mixture of Alpine milk and cocoa its characteristic caramel and honey flavor.
• Milk Chocolate Hazelnut — Are there more nuts or more chocolate in this bar? If you can’t decide after the first bite, keep
munching until you can!
• Dark Chocolate with Marzipan — A confectionery combination of marzipan and Californian almonds laced with firm,
dark chocolate.
• Milk Chocolate Butter Biscuit — A perfect butter biscuit baked with an extra portion of butter fitted exactly into its bed of
cocoa mousse and milk chocolate.

Hengstenberg Mustards — We’ve Gone to Seed!

It all starts with the mustard seed. At Hengstenberg, only the very small, hard seeds are ground to powder before being processed
into their signature, spicy specialties:
• Bavarian-Style Original German Mustard — Crafted from coarsely ground yellow and brown mustard seeds, seasoned with
spices and caramel, this is a must with Johnsonville Brats and also a “secret” ingredient in salad dressing!
• Medium Hot Original German Mustard — This harmonious all-rounder is made for deli salads, sausages, sandwiches,
fondues, salads and on and on — and, on pretzels! Also available in a cool German mug — a conversationable Oktoberfest gift!
• Extra Hot Original German Mustard — Chili meets mustard. Add oomph to sausages, cheese, marinades and sauces.

Hak’s Paks One Pot Cooking Sauce — Dinner’s Practically Done!

Gluten free, all natural and sans preservatives and GMOs, these artisan sauces are made in small batches to ensure epicurean flavor.
Just add one pound of beef, chicken, shrimp, pork, fish or veggies and simmer or slow cook and you’ve got an exciting entrée that
feeds four in minutes. Available in:
• Chipotle Bourbon with Caramelized Onion & Roasted Chili
• Caribbean Jerk with Pineapple & Peppers
• Korean Barbecue with Sesame & Ginger

Angie’s BOOMCHICKAPOP® Popcorn — Exciting Fall Flavors!

A better-for-you snack made with real, simple ingredients, all of Angie’s corns are popped in small batches in a real kettle. Begin with
a classic kettle corn flavor and then add sassy seasonable flavors to make instant faves like Cinnamon Roll Drizzled Flavored Kettle
Corn, Pumpkin Spice Holiday Drizzle and Candy Corn Kettle Corn, as well as traditional Buttery Caramel Popcorn.
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Cleveland Shoppers

SPOKES Air-Puffed Potato Snacks — Move Over, Chips!

Simple and delicious, SPOKES are crafted with a handful of ingredients for a naturally yummy, light taste you’ll want to eat and share.
Never oil fried, they contain no preservatives, are gluten free and crafted in a peanut-free facility. Available in Sea Salt, Sea Salt &
Vinegar, Barbecue, Dill Pickle and Mango Habanero.

Host Your Own New England-Style Clambake!
If you’re a regular in our Cleveland stores (and even if you’re not), you’re
our Clambakes for Eight. Each meal includes:
• 1 dozen Top Neck clams
• 1 half chicken
• A tender ear of corn
• A yam to round things out
• A FREE steamer!

Visit our Cleveland Seafood Departments for details! Minimum, eight
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Tailgating & oktoberfest
Get You r Game On!

In our minds, Oktoberfest and tailgating are on the same menu. Each requires substantially flavorful and filling foods that fill the desire
to celebrate both teams and traditions!
To start with, we have Chef Ben D’Amico’s amazing recipe for Beer Cheese Dip, which crosses the field. Drizzle it on tailgating sliders
and Johnsonville Brats (available in everything from Original and Cheddar to hot Firecracker and Queso Jack) and you can’t help but
score with friends and families! If you’re making our Certified Angus Beef ® Slides, drizzle it on for a topping that’s a touchdown for
culinary cache every time!
Serves

Beer Cheese Dip

10

Compliments of Chef Ben D’Amico

•
•
•
•

8 oz. BL™ extra-sharp cheese spread (in Dairy Aisle)*
8 oz. Nature’s Basket cream cheese
1 Tbsp. Market District cayenne hot sauce
1 Tbsp. Dijon mustard

•
•
•
•

Prep Time

10 min.

1/4 tsp. ground nutmeg
1/2 tsp. kosher salt
1/2 tsp. fresh-ground black pepper
4 fl. oz. beer (your favorite)

1. Allow the cheese spread and cream cheese to soften before starting.
2. Combine all ingredients (except beer) in a mixing bowl.
3. Blend the ingredients together until smooth.
4. Slowly add in half of the beer, mix until smooth, then add the rest of the beer.
5. Dip should be smooth and creamy. For a thinner dip, add additional beer until desired consistency is reached.
6. Serve cold or warm up in microwave.
*8 oz. of Market District Vermont White Cheddar cheese can be used in place of cheese spread. Cut it into
small pieces and then process until it is finely grated into a paste.
Nutritional Information (Per serving): Calories 160, Fat 13g, Sat. Fat 7g, Trans Fat 0g, Cholesterol 35mg, Sodium 380mg, Total Carbohydrate 5g, Fiber 0g, Sugars 3g, Protein 7g
Nutritional values are based on data from the USDA National Nutrient Database for Standard Reference. Actual nutritional values may vary due to preparation techniques, variations related to
suppliers, regional and seasonal differences, or rounding.
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Serves

Burger Sliders with Beer Cheese

Compliments of Your Market District Recipe Development Team

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

2 slices Market District smokehouse bacon
1/2 medium onion, finely chopped
1 garlic clove, minced
1-1/2 lbs. Certified Angus Beef ® ground beef
1 Tbsp. Worcestershire sauce

Prep Time

Chill Time

Cook Time

12 15 min. 30 min. 7 min.

1/4 tsp. salt
1/4 tsp. pepper
1/2 cup Beer Cheese Dip (see page 8)
12 Market District slider rolls

1. In a skillet, cook bacon until crisp. Remove and
drain on paper towels. Discard all but 1 tablespoon
of bacon fat. Cook onion in bacon fat until
translucent, about 3 minutes, then add garlic and
cook 30 seconds longer. Remove mixture from pan
and let cool. Crumble bacon when cool enough
to handle.
2. In a large bowl, combine beef, bacon, onion
mixture, Worcestershire sauce, salt and pepper,
and mix well. Form into 12 small patties and chill
for 30 minutes.
3. Preheat grill to medium. Cook burgers for about
7 minutes or until internal temperature reaches
160°F, turning once halfway through. Drizzle
burgers with equal amounts of Beer Cheese Dip
and serve on Market District slider rolls.
Nutritional Information (Per Slider): Calories 270, Fat 16g, Sat. Fat 8g, Trans Fat 0g,
Cholesterol 100mg, Sodium 370mg, Total Carbohydrate 16g, Fiber 1g, Sugars 4g, Protein 16g
Nutritional values are based on data from the USDA National Nutrient Database for
Standard Reference. Actual nutritional values may vary due to preparation techniques,
variations related to suppliers, regional and seasonal differences, or rounding.
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Tailgating? Call Our Catering Champs!
Our Catering Team are MVPs when it comes to tasteful tailgating. Strategy number
one: send in our Famous Fried Chicken! We recommend two pieces per
person, but you can be sure if you buy a little bit more, it won’t last long.
For a cold option, try our Petite Sandwiches Trays, averaging
two sandwiches per person. They have great variety —
something for everyone — and are easy to eat while watching
the game.
Our Veggie Platters or Crudité Trays are also a big
hit. They add a little color and a healthier option for
fans, and serve up to 40! Our Sushi Platters just
keep getting more popular — finger foods in tons
of different choices. They feed up to 20 as a snack/
appetizer and add a little class to your party.
For sides, we love our Pasta Supreme or
Mediterranean Orzo — both unique and
flavorful. Or, try our Cobb Salad. It serves up to
40 and has fresh greens, chicken and avocado. And,
of course you need sweets! We can do gobs and
cupcakes in team colors and our cookie trays are
fabulous. Please order two days in advance to help us
make your game day deliciously easy!
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FLAVORS OF THE MONTH

It’s September and we’re in back-to-school mode with new recipes and old-time favorites to pack and please!

NEW Recipes, Old-Fashioned Goodness
At Market District, we never stop making things better and our Bakers are no exception. These tried and true favorites are now
more tempting than ever!
• Ooey Gooey Coffee Cake — A signature Market District specialty made with the finest butter, fresh eggs and cream cheese.
We promise, it earns the name and the coffee!
• Pumpkin Squares — You won’t find these anywhere else, and now they’re even moister and more delicious than last year.
But, get ‘em fast. They’re only here for fall!

Artisan Bread

Multigrain Sourdough
This unique bread is a mild sourdough topped with sunflower
seeds, millet seeds and flax seed. We love it for a sandwich of
turkey and Brie or as an appetizer with our Spinach Dip and a
glass of Pinot or Bianco.

Muffin

Double Dutch Chocolate
A must for chocolate lovers, this muffin is also loaded with
chocolate chips and totally acceptable as a breakfast entrée
— have two!

Specialty Bread

Nature's Basket

Multivitamins

Back to Busy with a Healthy Start!

If you’re not already taking a daily multivitamin, now is the time to start! Back-to-school and back-to-work means activities are revving
up and you need all the energy and good-body feel to meet your goals and your schedule.
That’s where our line of Nature’s Basket multivitamins comes in. Available in varieties to meet age, gender and special conditions with
formulas specifically designed for those populations, they are also gluten free, most are vegetarian and they all form the basis of
a strong supplemental nutrition program for you and yours.
Why take a multivitamin? Well, there are lots of good reasons. Many people don’t eat enough fruits and vegetables to get the
nutrients the body needs, in addition to eating lower-nutrient fast foods. Daily vitamins help fill in where everyday eating falls short.
When selecting your daily, be sure to choose one with no artificial flavors, colors, preservative or undesirable additives — like our
Nature’s Basket line. Then, ask yourself a few questions:
Do you prefer capsules, tablets or chewables?
Do you prefer a once-a-day dose?
Who all is taking the vitamin (age considerations)?
Are you looking for more of, or avoiding, a specific nutrient?
And finally, are you vegetarian or vegan?
With the answers, you can easily select from our wide-ranging daily vitamin line including:
• Men’s Multi
• Men’s Multi 45+
• Women’s Multi
• Women’s Multi 45+
• Softgel Multi
• Maximum One
• Prenatal

Pepperoni Cheese Bread
We haven’t mentioned tailgating yet, but this is the ultimate
tailgating bring! You’ll be the one scoring fans with the savory
bread of spicy pepperoni and creamy Mozzarella all rolled into a
very transportable loaf!

Pie

Illustration by Justin Guerino

9" Apple Walnut
Made with only the best fresh apples and then gloriously topped
with rich caramel and crunchy, chopped California walnuts, this
pie takes the cake!
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Sweets Shop

Popcorn of the Month, Triple Crunch, $8.99 lb.
Products & prices for “Flavors of the Month” specials
valid August 30, 2018 – October 3, 2018.

There’s something for
everyone and it’s an easy
way to help build a healthier
foundation for the future!
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We LOVE local honey

Pittsburgh, PA

Bedillion Honey Farm
Bedillion Honey Farm is a
family farm and apiary located
in Hickory, PA, Washington
County. Their bees visit a
nutritious variety of wild, local
flowers providing the ultimate
seasonal taste of honey in
our region. Each colony is
managed to minimize stress
and maximize health for happy,
productive honeybees! Look
for their Honey, Creamed
Honey and Pollen!

Cleveland, OH

Kline Raw Honey
Raw honey is unheated,
unprocessed and unfiltered.
No mixing or blending —
pretty much straight from the
beehive! Because some floral
varietals tend to granulate and
appear sugary over time, some
honey companies process,
heat and stabilize their honey
to stop crystallization. Not
Kline’s. They believe that
crystallization ensures a pure
product — truly raw. Plus, you
can simply place your honey jar
in warm water to reverse the
crystallization process. DONE!

Columbus, OH

Honeyrun Farm Pure
Raw Honey
This honey is 100% pure, raw
honey; never pasteurized or
high-pressure filtered, meaning
that it retains the enzymes,
trace vitamins, minerals,
antioxidants, antibacterial
properties and natural taste
and aroma of real honey.
Honeyrun Farm also extracts
honey three times during the
year: late spring, mid-summer
and in the Fall. This allows for
seasonal variations in the color
and taste of the honey, bringing
out distinct floral flavors and
aromas that are representative
of Central Ohio wildflowers!

Indianapolis, IN

Eisele’s Raw Honey
Eisele’s Raw Honey was started
in 1981 in the countryside
of Westfield, Indiana by
Tom Eisele. He started
beekeeping as a hobby that
turned into a labor of love,
including maintaining over
2000 registered hives. A small,
family owned business, Eisele’s
Raw Honey leaves production
to Mother Nature. Instead
of boiling, Eisele’s takes raw
honey from the hive directly to
the extractor. Then, the honey
is bottled. From hive to home!
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SHOP

SAME DAY DELIVERY
NOW AVAILABLE!
YOU CHOOSE ... DELIVERY OR PICKUP!

Your first three pickups AND your first delivery are FREE!* CurbsideExpress.com
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Cleveland
Columbus
Indianapolis
Pittsburgh

Carmel

Connect at CurbsideExpress.com,
pick your store and click to fill your
cart! Use your “Shopping History”
and it goes even faster!

RELAX

Kick back while our expertly
trained Personal Shoppers select
the freshest, best products for
you — like you would do yourself,
but now don’t have to!

PICKUP OR
DELIVERY

Simply pull into the designated
pick-up spot and our shoppers will
load your groceries into your car!
OR we’ll deliver your order straight
to your door! You choose!
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